INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING AT ST MARGARET’S RC PRIMARY
Learning in the broad general education may often span a number of curriculum areas (for example, a literacy project planned around
science and technology might include outdoor learning experiences, research and the use of ICT); space for learning beyond subject
boundaries supporting learners to make connections between different areas of learning. This is likely to be in the form of themed or
project learning which provides children and young people opportunities to show how skills and knowledge can be applied in interesting
contexts.
There are two broad types of IDL although these are not completely distinct: they overlap and intermingle.:
1. Learning planned to develop awareness and understanding of the connections and differences among subject areas and
disciplines-the content they include and their particular ways of working, thinking, arguing, their different perspectives.
2. Using knowledge/learning from different disciplines to explore a theme or issue, meet a challenge, and solve a problem – often
something that matters to the class or the school or the local or wider community.
THEME- Our Senses/ Our Body
I have explored my senses and can
discuss their reliability in responding to the
environment. SCN 0-12b

By researching, I can describe the position and
function of the skeleton and major organs of the
human body and discuss what I need to do to
keep me healthy. SCN 1-12a

UNIQUE SKILLS
CONTEXT/CHALLENGE
Children will identify 5 senses which allow
them to explore the word around themselves,
sight, hearing, taste, smell and touch by
carrying different senses investigations. Then
they will explain which parts of their body they
use to detect each other.

Makes predictions about the scientific
investigations being planned.

They will begin to identify the skeleton as the
combination of bones inside the body and
name a few of the major organs inside the
human body.

4 CAPACITIES
I can share ideas and listen to a partner

I have the freedom to explore how I can use
my voice, movement, and expression in role
play and drama. EXA 0-12a

We will carry out investigations to explain
using their knowledge of the body how a
healthy life style is needed to keep the body in
good condition.

I use drama to explore real and imaginary
situations, helping me to understand my words.
EXA 0.14a

We will set up a themed role play area, such a
health center or x-ray department.

I can give a reason for an event or action
I can keep trying even when I find it hard
I can try a different approach if something doesn’t work

For rich assessment opportunities, link with Holistic Assessment Planner

